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Q-1 Multiple Choice Questions. (10) 

1. __ is a systematic process of analysing and evaluation jobs to determine the relative worth 

of each job in an organization. 

A) JOB Design B) Job Evaluation C) JobEvaluation D) Job Description 

2. Which is the second stage in process of Job Evaluation? 

A) Preparation of a Job Evaluation plan B) Job Analysis C) Maintenance D) Job Specification 

3) __ is the total amount of the monetary and non-monetary pay provided to an employee 

by an employer in return for work performed as required. 

A) Compensation B) Money C) Incentive D) Income 

4) _program is a formal scheme used to promote or encourage specific actions or behavior 

by a specific group of people during a defined period of time. Incentive programs are 

particularly used in business management to motivate employees, arid in sales to attract and 

retain customers. 
. . 

A) Compensation B) Money C) Incentive D) lncorilE~ 

5) benefits are paid particularly to senior managers. Provident funds, pensions, gratuity, 

encashment of earned ieave, company house, company car; leave tr~vel concession (LTC), 

. medical aid, interest free loan, holiday homes, entertainment, stock options, etc. 

A) Dearness B) Transportation C) Food D) Fringe 

6) - . _allowance is given to protect real income against inflation, it is paid as a percentage of . · 

basic pay. 

A) Dearness B) Transportation · C) Food D) Fringe 

7) is paid to the employees-during festive seasons to motivate therri and provide them 
. . . 

the 5Qcial security. , , 
A).Food benefit B) Dearness allowance C) Mediad Benefit. D) Bonus 
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8) __ compensation refers to monetary benefits offered and provided to erJ1)1oyees in return 

of the services they provide to the organization. 

A) Indirect B) Corporate C) Direct D) Moneta-.., 

9) __ of employees saves companies money ln training costs and helps mai'"'i:ain an efficient 

and knowledgeable workforce. 

A) Retention B) Training C) Development D) Promotion 

10) __ is known as a fixed regular payment earned for work or services, ty~catly paid on a 

dally or weekly basis. 

A) Wages B) Salary C) Incentive D) Allowarw:e 

Q-2 Answer in Detail (Any 1} {15} 

What is job evaluation? Explain its concept with its methods in detail. 
OR 

Explain Micro framework policy of compensation in detail. 

Q-3 Answer in Detail (Any 1} (15} 

What is compensation? Explain its roles and types in detail with relevant exanples. 
OR 

Define Compensation. Explain Pre-requisites of Effective Incentive Scheme in ootail. 

Q-4 Answer in Detail (Any 1) {15) 

Explain the concept of compensation. Explain Macro Policy Framework of corm :Jensation. 
OR 

Elucidate Classification of Incentives along with its Merits and Demerits. 

Q-5 Short Notes: (Any 2) 

1. lndlrect Compensation 

2. Corporate compensation Policy 

3. Current Issues and Trends of Compensation 

4. Incentive 
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